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A gas handling and recovery system has been developed for use in con-
junction with the windowless cryogenic gas target chamber. It permits the
employment of a limited quantity of rare gas where, during each run, the
entire amount is cycled through the target chamber and then recovered with
a minimum of loss or contamination.
18
Using a liter (NTP) of oxygen gas, 65% enriched in O , the relative
18
total yield of the O (p,n) reaction was studied from threshold to 3„290 MeV
proton energy. With a total effective proton energy spread of about 1/11000,
a previously unreported resonance was observed and improved values of
widths and energies were obtained for the other resonances. Through a
method by which neutron and proton energies are measured simultaneously
a Q- value for the reaction was determined at -2439 I 1.0 keV which places




In addition, O (p,n) neutrons were used in a series of transmission
measurements to test the resolution capability of the gas target as a neu-
tron source. Results were in general agreement with resolution predic-
tions. Total neutron energy spreads were 25 eV and 500 eV at neutron en-
ergies of 30 keV and 525 keV respectively.
i p
In view of the successful performance of the O (p,n) gas target,
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The Li (p,n)Be reaction is commonly used as a source of neutrons
for resonance studies of total neutron cross sections in the keV region- It
is generally believed by researchers in the field that the ultimate neutron
energy resolution is not instrumental but is limited by the thickness and uni-
formity of the lithium metal film. From the point of view of neutron yield,
thin lithium targets can be made, but this average thickness is always less
than the minimum average proton energy loss of around 600 eV. This limit
is probably due to a crystalline growth of the lithium on the target backing
so that the substrata is not covered uniformly. It was for this reason that
the development of a windowless gas target chamber was initiated several
years ago.
With the A (p,n)K reaction, Parks (1963) demonstrated the fea-
sibility of the cryogenic target chamber for producing thin uniform gas tar-
gets (•'*-' 100 eV proton energy loss or about 10 atoms/cm ). Targets can
(2)

easily be made thinner but the effect cannot be observed experimentally
because of the incident beam spread, Doppler spread, and the natural
width of the (p,n) resonances. Also a practical limit on the thinness
of a target serving as a neutron source is imposed by the necessity of
obtaining a considerable neutron yield. The A (p,n) reaction was un-
suitable as a neutron source because of the lack of yield between its
narrow resonances.
Instead the use of tritium gas in the cryogenic target chamber for
the production of monoenergetic neutrons from the T (p,n)He reaction
has been considered (Parks et al. , 1964). The kinematics of this re-
action should allow excellent resolution for neutrons selected at 160°
with respect to the incident proton beam by the Duke neutron collimator
(Nichols, Bilpuch, and Newson, 1959). Furthermore, like Li (p,n), this
reaction has a continuous yield above threshold, but there is no low lying
3
state in He to give rise to a second energy group of neutrons.
However, before going directly to tritium gas as a neutron source,
several problems inherent with its use were investigated. First the radio-
active nature and high cost of tritium require the limitation of a small quan-
tity of gas (2 or 3 liters at NTP) that must be completely recovered from the
target chamber after each run. Secondly, although the thickness of the tar-
get and the translational Doppler effect of the target atoms would have neg-
ligible effect on the neutron resolution, there was the possibility that the

zero point vibrational motion of the di-atomic tritium molecule would in-
troduce an appreciable Doppler spread. Lastly the feasibility of using
the cryogenic target chamber to make high resolution neutron transmission
measurements remained to be demonstrated.
The O °(p,n)F reaction appeared to be a good test case for an in-
vestigation of the above mentioned problems. The cost of this rare isotope
of oxygen (0.2 04% abundant) warranted the development of a handling and
recovery system for use in conjunction with the cryogenic target chamber.
This system was designed for convenient adaptation to tritium as well as
18
other rare gases. Previous investigations of the O (p,n) reaction indi-
cated the presence of several large resonances that could furnish (over a
narrow range) a sufficiently continuous yield of neutrons for transmission
measurements (Hill and Blair, 1956). Resolution calculations for this re-
action, including the vibrational Doppler effect of the 0~ molecule, showed
that a total neutron energy spread on the order of 200 eV at 30 keV could be
expected. This is comparable to the expected, but never realized, resolu-
7
tion of back angle neutrons from the Li (p,n) reaction where experimental
observations have been consistently greater by a factor of two.
I o
In addition to using the O (p,n) reaction as a trial gas target neu-
tron source, it was decided to take advantage of the existing experimental
apparatus to make a high resolution study of the relative total yield of this
reaction from threshold to several hundred keV neutron energy. A precision

Q-value for the reaction was also obtained from the simultaneous mea-
surement of a neutron and proton energy near threshold through a method




The windowless cryogenic gas target chamber has been described
previously (Parks, et al. , 1964) and is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The
procedure for determining in advance how oxygen gas would be used in
this target chamber is given in Appendix B along with experimental data
indicating how the target density may be controlled. The data also proves
the success' of our method of predicting the operating characteristics of a
target gas.
The necessity for calculating in advance the behavior of each gas
used in the cryogenic target chamber may be seen by examining the role
played by the temperature gradient rod. As shown in Figure 2 this rod
serves to maintain a temperature gradient between the main refrigerant
container and the inner chamber consisting of the reaction tubes and cool-
ing cavity. The approximate equation governing the flow of heat through
the gradient rod to the main refrigerant is
KA

























where A = cross sectional area and L = length of the gradient rod, T =
inner chamber temperature, T
f
= main refrigerant temperature, and K =
average conductivity of the gradient rod over the temperature range T to
L. The two important sources of heat applied to the inner chamber are
that due to the input gas flow, and the electrical energy supplied to the
target heater which consisted of a wire-wound resistor. (Fig„ 2)
The inner chamber must be operated at a temperature high enough
to prevent condensation of the input gas within it. As pointed out in
Appendix B the maximum target density for a given gas flow occurs when
the escape rate of the gas from the reaction tubes (just above the conden-
sation temperature) is equal to the input rate. If condensation were allow-
ed to take place within the inner chamber,: the eventual result would be a
thick solid target or the blockage of the input capillary tube in the cooling
cavity. (Fig. 2) In the meantime the target gas density achieved would be
considerably lower than optimum.
Therefore as seen from Eq. (l) the temperature gradient rod plays a
very important part in the determination of the operating temperature. It
must also allow the attainment of this temperature without an excessive
heat input to the main refrigerant. At the same time we must be able to
use gas flows large enough to give sufficient target density without raising
the operating temperature to the point where convective heating of the trapping
cylinders becomes serious. Since there are appreciable differences between
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the specific heats of various target gases, the factor KA/L of the gradient
rod may have to be adjusted for a particular gas in order to achieve a sat-
isfactory solution to our operating requirements. Considerable experiment-
al time and effort can be saved by anticipating the behavior of each gas to
be used in the cryogenic target chamber.
18
As both tritium and O gas are quite expensive and since tritium
poses a definite health hazard, a system was developed for recovery of
these gases after being fed into the cryogenic target chamber. This system
had to satisfy the following requirements: (l) be able to recover the gas
used in an experimental run with a minimum of loss or contamination; (2) be
able, after recovery, to resupply the gas at a constant rate to the cryogenic
1
8
target chamber; (3) be adaptable for use with both O and tritium as well
as other gases; (4) be built in such a manner as to minimize the possibil-
ity of escape of tritium to the outside; and (5) be easily portable and of
appropriate size to fit into available laboratory space.
The basic ideas for the gas recovery system were derived from a Chalk
River experiment involving the acceleration of tritium ions (Allen and Alm-
qvist, 1953). A detailed account of the construction and operation of the
rare gas handling and recovery system appears in Appendix A while the
main points will be covered here.
Aside from the liquid helium trap and automatic safety valve which
will be described later, all parts of the system are contained in a mobile
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table-- see Fig. 3. This gave the necessary flexibility since the cryo-
genic target chamber had to be moved three times during the experiment.
Equipment on the table consists of two mercury diffusion pumps,
one oil diffusion pump, two cold traps, a manual piston pump, two gas
reservoirs, a backing pressure gauge, and associated valves and plumb-
ing. Each of the pumps has its own vapor baffle and trap.
The first mercury diffusion pump--see schematic diagram, Fig. 19,
page 84 --is backed up by the second one which has a very high backing
pressure tolerance. The cold traps serve to catch contaminants such as
oil and water vapor. The manual piston pump is used for maintaining the
necessary backing pressure and for recovering the last traces of the tar-
get gas after a run. The two gas reservoirs are essentially cold traps to
condense and store the recovered gas. During a run one serves to supply
the gas and the other to recover it from the target chamber after a run is
concluded. The oil diffusion pump maintains a separate vacuum for ther-
mal insulation of the gas reservoirs. The input gas flow to the target
chamber is regulated with a needle valve and monitored with a flow-rate
meter— see Appendix A.
A liquid helium trap is placed directly in the beam path and serves
to catch the small amount of target gas that escapes past the opening to
the first diffusion pump of the recovery system and passes up the beam









Parks (1964) and shown in Fig. 4. The radiation baffle shields the trap-
ping cylinders from virtually all room temperature radiation. It is main-
tained, of course, at liquid nitrogen temperature (77°K) and has a carbon
coating on the inside surfaces to prevent reflection. It was found that
with this precaution one liter of liquid helium would boil away in 42 hours
or more; otherwise the lifetime was around six hours. The beam hole
through the center was left large enough to allow for shrinking of the trap
when cooled.
The amount of oxygen gas lost during the entire experiment was only
0. 12 5% per cycle. This trapping action should prove of considerable im-
portance in minimizing the contamination of the accelerator and cylindri-
cal analyzer when tritium gas is used. For some gases liquid nitrogen
can be used in both this trap and as the main coolant in the cryogenic
target itself.
An electro-pneumatically operated VRC one inch gate valve with
a closing time of less than 1/5 sec. was placed on the accelerator side
of the liquid helium trap. This valve serves as an automatic safety de-
vice against an accidental release of a large quantity of target gas into
the vacuum system. For example, if the liquid helium used with the
cryogenic target chamber were to boil away prematurely, there would be
a rapid release of condensed gas as the trapping cylinders warmed up.









of gas, and a considerable amount would be lost up the beam pipe before
any valve could be closed manually. This behavior has been observed
with deuterium, argon, BF~ and other gases.
The valve is closed automatically when the ionization current from
a Philips vacuum gauge becomes high enough. For this experiment the
-4
valve was set to operate at a pressure of 8 x 10 torr. The valve may
also be actuated manually with push buttons from the Van de Graaff con-
sole or from the experimental area. It has the added feature of closing
when there is a power failure.
Whenever the valve closes, a beam stop is actuated which cannot
be removed until the valve is opened. This provision protects the valve
seat from being accidentally overheated by the proton beam.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE
This experiment was carried out in two phases. The first consisted
of measuring the relative total yield of the O (p,n)F reaction. The
second involved using this reaction as a neutron source and taking trans-
mission measurements on various samples in order to determine the actu-
al neutron energy resolution attainable with the cryogenic target chamber.
Experimental conditions applicable to both phases will be described first.
A. Total Yield Measurement
Referring to the schematic floor plan of Figure 5, protons were ac-
celerated with the Duke 3 MeV Van de Graaff . The time fluctuation of
the energy of the proton beam was largely eliminated by use of the ho-
mogenizer (Parks, Newson, and Williamson, 1958); the HH beam, in





















a compensating voltage which is applied to the cryogenic target chamber.
Proton energies were determined with the cylindrical a-nalyzer calibrated
against the Li 7 (p,n)Be 7 threshold which was taken to be 1880.7 ^0.4 keV
(Marion, 1961). With the homogenizer, proton energy steps as small as
50 eV could be taken (Parks et_a_L , 1964). A Li (p,n) threshold calibra-
tion was taken at the beginning and at the completion of each experiment.
From a thick target measurement of the C {p„y )N resonance,
Kyker and Williamson (1962) found that the effective proton spread after
analysis was about 400 eV at 1.746 MeV. This represents a resolution
of about 1/4000 without use of the homogenizer. Unfortunately during the
course of the experiment there was a deterioration in uncorrected beam
resolution. The narrow A40 (p,n)K40 resonance at 2.436 MeV (Parks, 1963)
was observed with the cryogenic target chamber. From Figure 6 it. is seen
that the uncorrected beam spread is on the order of 1 keV which indicates
a resolution of 1/2500. With homogenizer voltage applied to the target
chamber the beam spread was reduced to around 22 eV (l/llOOO). (This
value is obtained from the observed width of 250 eV after allowing for the
effects of Doppler broadening and the estimated natural width of the res-
onance.) The observed width of this peak at half maximum had previously
been found to be 190 eV with the homogenizer.
The exact reason for the deterioration of the beam resolution was




Figure 60 A40(p,n) Resonance at 2.436 MeV,
Indicates effective proton energy spread
after homogenizer correction.
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was experienced with the Van de Graaff source electronics during this
time and the overall stability of the machine was below standard- This
fact along with an aging accelerator tube (more than 3600 hours running
time) probably accounts for the 1 keV spread. Little success was had
in reducing this width by adjusting the focusing properties of the beam
analyzing magnet or varying the position of the HH beam at the object
slits of the cylindrical analyzer . Therefore, for purposes of neutron
resolution calculations, a corrected proton energy spread of 1/11000
has been used as measured above.
At the beginning of the experiment the cryogenic target chamber
and the recovery and handling system table were placed in the position
for total yield work --see Figure 5, page 22. In this position the neu-
tron collimator water tank acts as a shield for the target chamber against
neutrons produced by the beam on the other side of the tank.
The available target gas consisted of one liter (NTP) of oxygen
18
enriched to 65% O which was purchased from the Isomet Corporation,
Palisades Park, N.J. at a cost of $1600. Before introducing the gas into
a reservoir on the table, the operation of the entire system was tested
using natural oxygen. This included checking the reliability of the auto-
matic safety valve circuit, the performance of the liquid helium trap,
(where the necessity of the room temperature radiation baffle was found),
checking for leaks, and testing the capability of the table for recovering
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the gas and then supplying it again to the target chamber at a constant
rate. Most of the procedures for operating the system were worked out
at this time.
The target gas was supplied in a Pyrex bulb fitted with a break-
seal. A rubber vacuum hose was connected between the neck of the
bulb and the input to a gas reservoir; this volume was evacuated to a
-4
pressure of less than 10 torr. The outer jacket of the reservoir was
filled with liquid nitrogen and evacuated in order to reach a temperature
of about 56° K. Next the breakseal was opened allowing the oxygen to
liquify in the reservoir which was then sealed off with a valve. It was
estimated that only 0.23% of the gas was lost in transfer.
1 o io
In measuring the yield of the O (p,n)F reaction, it was decided
to cover a range from several keV below reported threshold at 2.577 MeV
(Hill and Blair, 195 6) to as high an energy as practicable with the 3 MeV
Van de Graaff machine. To prevent heating of the reaction tubes the in-
cident proton beam was sharply defined with an adjustable water cooled
collimator (Parks, 1963). Alignment of the target chamber and collimator
was accomplished visually with a telescope mounted beyond the beam
collector. The end piece of the collector housing is clear lucite; the
collector cup can be raised to allow viewing. The neutrons were detect-
ed in an unshielded BF counter matrix surrounding the cryogenic target




Since only one liter of oxygen gas was available, the input gas flow
was adjusted to 5 cc/min. This gave about 2 -| hours in which to take
data before recovery of the gas for the next run. A preliminary measure-
ment of the reported peak in the excitation curve at 2.657 MeV (Mark
18
and Goodman, 1956) was made using natural oxygen (0.204 percent O )„
The data indicated that 5 cc/min . would give sufficient yield.
Since the BF~ counter matrix was unshielded except for the shadow
effect of the water tank mentioned earlier, the main problem in measuring
18
the O (p,n) yield was a high background rate. Most of this background
was produced from protons striking the collimator apertures directly be-
fore the target chamber. It was found that the tantalum diaphrams ab-
1 8
sorbed O when exposed to the relatively rich atmosphere of oxygen gas
1
8
during the recovery cycle. The rate of O build-up was directly pro-
portional to the number of exposure periods. Thus, before each run, the
tantalum pieces had to be thoroughly cleaned in order to maintain a rela-
tively reproducible background rate. In addition, at energies above 3
MeV, there was a considerable Cu (p,n) background from scattered
protons.
While measuring the yield curve 1/2 keV proton energy steps were
taken from 2.565 to 2.790 MeV and 1 keV steps thereafter. With an
average beam of 2 . 5 \x A through the target chamber, counting times were
only 4 sec. for each point. Closer steps were taken over two regions
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where small resonances appeared. The relative efficiency of the de-
tection system was checked before each run by placing a neutron source
at a fixed distance from the counter matrix. A background curve was
taken at the end of each run after turning off the gas flow and allowing
the target chamber to reach static equilibrium. The results of the total
yield work are discussed in Chapter IV.
B. Transmission Measurements
The recovery system table and cryogenic target chamber were moved
in front of the neutron collimator tank which was rotated to the 20° posi-
tion as shown in Figure 5, page 22. The design and operation of the
Duke neutron collimator and associated detection system has been re-
ported by Nichols, et_al.
,
(1959); the cryogenic target chamber was
designed for use with this neutron collimator. Neutrons at 20° from the
axis of the incident proton beam have only to pass through several mils
of silver and one meter of air in passing from the target chamber to the
detector.
The angular opening of the 2 0° neutron collimator leading to the
counters may be varied between 0° and 2°. A 60° arc at both the top
and bottom of the opening of the neutron collimator is blocked off to
neutrons and the counters are arranged in two separate groups giving a
left bank and a right bank (Nichols, et_ al_. , 1959). The samples in
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which transmissions are taken have to be placed between the target cham-
ber and the face of the collimator in order to "shadow" each bank. Sam-
ples are made in the form of semicircular rings of constant thickness and
shadow each bank of counters alternately while the other bank serves as
a monitor. At each neutron energy both a left bank and right bank trans-
mission are taken for a preset monitor count. These are then averaged
to cancel differences in the efficiency or geometry of the banks.
The target chamber must be accurately positioned so that the center
of the reaction tubes lies at the apex of the acceptance cone of the neutron
collimator as shown in Figure 7. In addition the incident beam must be accu-
rately aligned with the axis of the neutron collimator cone; otherwise, due
to the different angles involved, there would be an average energy difference
between the neutrons seen by each counter bank. The cone axis was de-
fined by placing a tube with cross hairs inside the beam pipe opening along
the axis of the cone. The proton collimator apertures and reaction tubes
were then adjusted to lie along this axis with the aid of the telescope.
From the total yield work of the O (p,n)F reaction only two re-
gions were found where the intensity of keV neutrons would be sufficient
for transmission measurements— see Figures 9 and 10, Chapter IV. The
resonance at 2.643 MeV proton energy gave a useful neutron energy range












































to 545 keV. Although resonances above this energy could have been
used for taking other transmissions, there was no particular interest in
checking the neutron resolution above 55 keV.
Because of the narrow neutron ranges available and high resolu-
tion expected, it was very important to obtain a good Q-value for the
reaction in order to predict neutron energies accurately. Starting with
a rough Q-value estimated by subtraction of tabulated masses, a cor-
rected value was determined by observing known neutron total cross sec-
tion resonances at 98 keV in flourine and at 105.5 and 110 keV in natural
strontium. This method is discussed in Chapter IV; neutron resonances
in natural potassium were also measured in the lower energy region. A
sample of natural iron was used to check neutron resolution at the higher
energies (510-535 keV).
Due to the thin gas target ( < 100 eV) and relative low yield of the
O (p,n) reaction at the energies involved, transmission points were
taken with a monitor or "sample out-count" of 1000 or 2000 instead of
the customary 5000 "out-count". The angular opening of the neutron
collimator was varied between 0.25° to 1.0° to check this effect on neu-
tron resolution, but most of the data was taken with an opening of 0.5°.
With 15 to 20 M A of protons passing through the target chamber and a
0.5° opening, counting times for 1000 out-count ranged from 0.25 min.
on the peaks of the (p,n) resonances to 1.5 min. on the tails. As a
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compromise between higher target densities (see Appendix B) and avail-
able gas supply, a lOcc/min. gas flow was used which gave a running
time of approximately 1 \ hours for each gas cycle. This allowed the
measurements to cover 6-10 keV during a run taking 1/8 keV steps in
neutron energy.
Although the neutron collimator system effectively shielded the
counter banks from neutrons produced at the beam defining apertures, an
additional background source was found. The 30 mil thick disc of tan-
talum at the rear of the beam collector cup had become contaminated
with O . Hence there was a strong source of background neutrons lo-
cated at a point where a single scatter could send them up the angular
opening of the collimator. To avoid having to clean the tantalum disc
before each run it was replaced with a 20 mil disc of platinum which
proved to be resistant to oxygen contamination. As a further precaution
the main defining aperture of the proton collimator was replaced with one
of platinum. The background from the beam collector cup was not noticed
during the total yield work since apparently it was small in comparison
with that from the proton collimator.
In spite of the partial success with platinum, the residual back-
ground level was high enough to account for 10% of the total counts on
points taken with the low yield tail of a (p,n) resonance.
In the final step of the experiment the neutron collimator tank was
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rotated 180° and the cryogenic target chamber was moved to the position
for 160° transmission measurements— see Figure 5, page 22. At this
angle (with respect to the incident beam) better neutron resolution than
at 20° may be obtained below 300 keV. This is due mainly to more favor-
able ratios of A E /AE and a E /b. where A is the angular opening
of the neutron collimator.
However taking data at 160° presented several new problems. The
apex of the neutron collimator acceptance cone lies only six inches out
from the face of the collimator tank. Hence, with the target chamber in
proper position, there was no space for the regular proton collimation
system. In order to minimize the possibility of scattered beam striking
the reaction tubes, the defining apertures must be placed immediately
before the target chamber. Therefore a new proton collimation system
was designed to fit inside the one inch O.D. beam pipe that passes
through the center of the neutron collimator cone. As shown in Figure 8
this collimator is not water cooled but was made of thick brass to allow
for heat dissipation by thermal contact with the beam tube. Because of
the observed heating effect of the proton beam, any future design of this
collimator will incorporate water cooling. The position of this proton
collimator was fixed so that the beam, in passing through it, was auto-
matically aligned with the axis of the neutron collimator cone. The






















order to place the reaction tubes along this axis. The remainder of the
beam pipe passing through the detectors and neutron collimator was
carefully lined on the inside with cadnium sheet to prevent neutron pro-
duction by protons scattered from the first beam defining aperture . The
BF3 counters are particularly vulnerable to background neutrons produced
in this vicinity.
At 160° the smaller ^E
n
/^,E ratio also means that the effective
neutron energy range for taking transmission data was reduced relative
to that available with the 20° collimator. The effective neutron range
from the O (p,n) resonance at 2.643 MeV was only 26 to 30 keV and
that from the 3.025 MeV resonance, 290 to 307 keV, but the latter range
was not of much interest.
The anisotropic yield of the ol°(p,n) resonances led to longer
counting times for the 160° work compared to that at 2 0°. The yield of
the 3.02 5 and 2.643 MeV resonances were down by factors of two to
three. This meant that only about a 1 or 2 keV neutron energy range
could be covered in 1/8 to 1/16 keV steps during a run over the 2.643
MeV region. With a predicted neutron energy resolution of 2 00 eV it
was found necessary at times to take 60 eV steps. The longer counting
times also resulted in a larger background to signal ratio.
In view of the limited energy range available the choice of narrow
known neutron resonances was quite meager. Transmissions were taken
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in samples of natural copper yttrium, and natural cobalt at the lower
energy region while samples of natural calcium and sodium were used
at the 3.025 MeV region. However the results of the transmission meas-
urements in this latter region were not conclusive enough to be included





18 (p,n)F Cross Section
The O (p,n)F ' relative total yield measurements are shown in
Figures 9, 10, and 11. The total proton energy span of 2.5 65 to 3.2 90
MeV was covered in three runs starting from the lower energy. Although
the same input gas flow of 5 cc/min. was used in each run and the rel-
ative efficiency of the detection system was checked at the beginning
of each run (Chapter III), the results of the last two runs had to be nor-
malized to the first run by observing the yield at the peak of the reson-
ance at 2.643 MeV. It was found that by using the same input gas flow
as read from the Flo-gage (Appendix A) the target density could only be
reproduced within - 10% from day to day. On the last run where the
region from 3.080 to 3.290 MeV was covered, considerable difficulty
was experienced with the stability of the Van de Graaff accelerator.





Figure 9. O (p,n)F ' Relative Total Yield. To convert counts/ 10 micro-
coulombs (above background) to millibarns, multiply by 5.74 x 10
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Figure 10. O (p,n)F Relative Total Yield. To convert counts/ 10 micro-
coulombs (above background) to millibarns, multiply by 5.74 x 10 -vi


















Figure 11. 18 (p,n)F 18 Relative Total Yield. To convert counts/ 10 micro-
coulombs (above background) to millibarns, multiply by 5.74 x 10~3






































it was decided not to repeat these measurements since the limit of the
voltage capability of the 3 MeV machine was being approached.
The background shown beneath the data of each Figure was care-
fully measured at the end of a run as pointed out in Chapter III. The
contamination of the proton collimator tantalum diaphrams is clearly
evident from the background peaks which occur, on the average, 3.5
18keV in proton energy below the true O (p,n) yield peaks. This dif-
ference corresponds to the average positive correction potential ap-
plied to the target chamber by the homogenizer. The steady rise in the
residual background level is thought to be due to scattered protons
striking brass around the target chamber and producing neutrons from
the Cu (p,n) reaction. This reaction has a threshold at 2. 169 MeV
and a rapidly increasing yield above 2.7 MeV (Brugger, Bonner, and
Marion, 1955).
A summary of the observed resonances corresponding to excited
19
levels in the compound nucleus, F , is given in Table 1. The data
is in essential agreement with that of Hill and Blair (1956) and Blair
and Leigh (1960). However our negligible target thickness gave an
effective proton energy resolution nearly two orders of magnitude better.
For this reason a previously unreported level at 2.691 MeV proton energy
was observed. This corresponds to an excitation energy of 10.541 MeV
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and the small peak at 2.717 MeV was made with an increased target
density in order to confirm their positions. In addition, the resonance
reported at 3. 163 MeV (Hill and Blair, 1956) was resolved into two
peaks. Since each of our observed resonances is completely resolved,
the energy values given for the yield maxima are considered correct to
within the proton energy calibration error {t 1 keV) plus the ability to
distinguish the peak point from the data. These values differ by sev-
eral keV from the earlier work where corrections for target thickness
had to be applied. Also our observed widths at half-maximum are con-
sistently less than the earlier values.
An absolute cross section for the O (p,n)F reaction is not
given on Figures 9, 10, and 11 due to uncertainties in target density
and the efficiency of the detector system. However, using a best
1 c n
estimate for target density of 5 x 10 atoms/cm (Appendix B) and an
estimated 10% detector efficiency, the yield over the 2„643 MeV reso-
nance was converted to cross section and an integrated comparison
made with the data of Blair and Leigh (1960). This comparison indicated
that our calculated cross sections were about a factor of two below their
values which lies within their reported uncertainty of I 50%. An improved
technique for obtaining absolute cross section measurements for this re-
action and others is planned for the near future.
Unfortunately the present design of the cryogenic target chamber
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does not allow angular distributions of neutrons to be taken. Otherwise,
with the excellent resolution available, the angular momentum of the ex-
cited levels in F ^ could be determined from an analysis of such distribu-
tions. However, as pointed out in Chapter III, a marked anisotropy in
the yields of resonances 1 and 5 between the lab angles of 2 0° and 160°
was noted while using the O^^n) reaction as a neutron source. This
difference was much larger than could be accounted for by center of mass
motion.
Since the ground state of O has spin 1=0 (Lauritsen and Selove,
1959), only one channel spin, S = l/2 , has to be considered. Hence the
anisotropic distributions of resonances 1 and 5 indicate that for these
levels the quantum number J > 1/2. Mark and Goodman (1956) have meas-
ured the angular distribution of resonance 5 and placed a probable value
+
for its spin of J = 3/2 .
A direct observation of the yield near reaction threshold (Fig. 9)
did not give a very accurate prediction for the threshold energy because
of the thin target and resulting poor signal to background ratio in this
region. Nevertheless the apparent intersection of the data and back-
ground curves gives a value in fair agreement with that determined by
much more accurate means as described in Part B of this Chapter.
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B. Neutron Transmission Measurements at 20°
1 . Q-Value Determination .
As pointed out in Chapter III an accurate determination of neutron
energy was necessary since running times were too short to scan large
regions in order to locate resonances previously measured by neutron
transmission. Initially neutron energies were estimated from a Q-value
obtained by subtraction of recent tabulated masses (Everling, et al»
,
1960). However, using a sample of teflon (C
2
F ) for neutron trans-
1 9
mission, the broad neutron resonance due to F near 100 keV was ob-
served and it was found that the apparent neutron energy at the peak
was about 10 keV higher than the reported value (Newson, et al . , 1961a).
This discrepancy indicated errors in the tabulated masses with the larg-
est error probably occuring in that of the residual nucleus, F ° „ This
preliminary transmission data is not shown since it served only to give
us a first order correction to the neutron energy.
Since, as stated previously, a good threshold value for the O ^(p,n)
reaction could not be gotten from direct observation of the yield near
threshold, an alternative method for obtaining an accurate Q-value had
to be used. This method involves measuring a narrow neutron resonance
where the neutron energy at the peak is known from previous experimenta-
n
tion. With our corresponding proton energies known relative to a Li (p,n)
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threshold calibration we can get a simultaneous determination of E and
P
E at the peak of the resonance. Thus substitution of these two ener-
n
gies into the nonrelativistic Q equation (Evans, p. 411, 1955) yields
a Q- value accurate to within the error of our proton energy calibration.
The form of this equation is
itu m. 2>/ rn.m_E.Eo
q = Eo(i + — )-e
1







where E, = proton energy, E_ = neutron energy, m = proton mass,
mo = neutron mass, m, = mass of residual nucleus and © = angle of the
emitted neutrons. It is seen that the masses appear only as ratios
where small mass value errors would have little effect on the Q-value.
This is in contrast to the value obtained from subtraction of masses
where the difference of two nearly equal numbers is involved.
With the approximate correction to the neutron energy from obser-
19
vation of the F resonance, the narrow neutron resonances in strontium
shown in Figures 12 and 13 could be identified.
The resonance at 110 keV (Bilpuch, et al . , 1961) was used to make
a final Q-value correction. With a width at half-maximum on the order
of 500 eV, a very accurate correlation between neutron energy ( 1 1 keV)
and proton energy at the peak could be made. Substitution into Eq. (2)
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Figure 13. Neutron Transmissions in Natural Strontium
Shows effect of A © on neutron
energy spread.
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places reaction threshold (laboratory system) at 2576 - 1.0 keV. This
may be compared with the value of 2573.4 -0.8 keV reported by Bon-
delid and Butler (1964) based on the direct observation of a thick target
yield. The difference involved is slightly greater than the stated limits
18 12
of error. From our measured Q-value the mass excess of F on the C
scale is computed to be 874. 1-1.0 keV and the mass as 18.0009387
1
8
AMU. Everling, et al .
,
(1960) place the mass excess of F at
884.8 t 4.3 keV and the mass at 18.0009499 AMU.
With an accurate calibration of neutron energy, transmission meas-
urements were then taken in natural potassium between 105 and 110 keV
(Fig. 14) and in natural iron at the higher energy region (510-535 keV) as
shown in Figure 15. The peak energy of each neutron resonance observed
agreed with previously reported values within a keV. The data of Figure
15 is directly compared with the earlier work of Bowman, Bilpuch, and
Newson (1962) where a solid Li target was used as the neutron source.
The improvement by a factor of two in neutron energy resolution obtained
with a gas target enabled the previously observed resonances at 512 and
5 32 keV to be resolved into two peaks. The error bars shown on all of
the transmission data exhibit the influence of the relatively high back-
ground involved--see Chapter III.
2 . Neutron Energy Resolution.




Figure 14. Neutron Transmissions in Natural Potassium
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Figure 15. Neutron Transmissions in Natural Iron,
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attained as indicated from the 2 0° transmission data. The factors con-
tributing to the width of the neutron energy distribution function are the
incident proton energy spread, the target thickness (proton energy lost
within the target), the finite angular opening to the counter banks, the
Doppler effect due to the translational motion of the gas target atoms,
and a Doppler effect from the vibrational motion of the di-atomic O
molecule. We will neglect the finite length of our gas target and di-
ameter ( ~l/l6") of the proton beam, both of which introduce unimpor-
tant angular errors.
By assuming or calculating the appropriate distribution functions
for the various factors, they can then be combined to predict the effec-
tive width of the resultant neutron energy distribution. Detailed calcu-
lations and plots of resolution factors as a function of neutron energy
are given in Appendix C. The incident proton distribution and the distri-
bution introduced by proton energy loss in the target are assumed to be
Gaussian. The half width (width at half maximum)of the incident proton
distribution is taken to be l/llOOO of the proton energy as shown in
Chapter III. The resultant contributions of these proton energy spreads
to the neutron distribution are obtained by multiplying the appropriate
widths by d E
n
/dE . The ratio A E / & E is always greater than one
at 20° and less than one at 160°.
The translational motion of the target atoms introduces an additional
Gaussian distribution into the incident proton beam (Bethe and Placzek,
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1937) as does the vibrational Doppler effect--see Appendix C.
The finite angular opening of the neutron collimator causes an
energy spread in the neutrons admitted to the counters since the labor-
atory energy of the neutrons is a function of © , the angle of the admitted
neutrcns as measured from the direction of the incident beam. This dis-
tribution function is rectangular in shape. In order to combine this
spread with the other Gaussian distributions it may be represented by
an equivalent Gaussian distribution whose half width is equal to .681
times the rectangular width (Nichols, 1958).
The half width A of the Gaussian distribution resulting from the
combination of several Gaussian functions each of half width A. is
given by
A = [E (A.)z ] ¥











+ (A fd )
2
+ (A
v/ + (.68lAQ )2 ]*
where A
p
and A. are the equivalent neutron widths of the spreads due
to incident proton inhomogeneity and target thickness resp.
, a and
A I are the neutron widths of the translational and vibrational Doppler
spreads and A^ is the width of the rectangular angular distribution. A P
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varies of course with both E and ©as seen from the curves of Appen-
dix C.
If this neutron energy spread is combined with a narrow isolated
non s-wave Breit-Wigner resonance the resulting shape is essentially
Gaussian. Hence from the half width of the transmission resonance the
neutron energy spread may be estimated if the natural width, r , of the
resonance is known. In this manner the predicted neutron resolution
was checked against the observed widths of the non s-wave resonances
in strontium at 110 keV and in iron at 528 keV--see Figures 12, 13, and
15.
r is the width of the Breit-Wigner function when plotted as cross
section versus energy. However in the lab we observe a resonance on a
transmission versus energy scale where the relation between cross sec-
tion, a , and transmission, T, is given by
T=V ncy
for a sample of thickness n atoms/cm . Therefore we need the equation
relating p and the transmission half width A of the resonance.
For a non s-wave resonance superimposed on s-wave potential
scattering we can write




Table 2. Neutron Energy Resolution, ©=20 (
Neutron Energy Natural Trans- Predicted Neutron Observed Neutron
of Resonance mission Width Energy Spread Energy Spread
( £Q = 0.5°)
110 keV
(Sr88)
290 eV (g =





395 eV (g =
190 eV (g =
1)
3)
415 eV 430 eV (g = l)
475 eV (g = 2)
480 eV 515 eV (g = l)
620 eV (g = 3)
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The non s-wave resonance in natural iron at 528 keV has been
assigned to Fe 5 " (Bowman, et al . , 1962). Assuming the possibility of
d-wave neutrons, values of r from area analysis are given for g = 1,
2, or 3. The comparison between predicted and observed neutron reso-
lution is given in Table 2 for g = 1 and g = 3.
In both resonances we have good agreement for the g = 1 case
so that results of the 2 0° resolution work may be summarized by stating
that the optimum observed neutron energy spreads at 110 keV and 530 keV can
be only slightly greater than predicted values. Some improvement could
probably be obtained by more accurate estimates of the incident proton
spread and vibrational Doppler effect as well as by taking into account
the effects of finite target length and possible imperfect alignment of
the beam with the cone axis of the neutron collimator, but the agreement
is practically within the uncertainty introduced by the unknown g factors.
C. Neutron Transmission Measurements at 160°
The results of the O °(p,n) neutron transmission measurements at
160° are shown in Figures 16 and 17. These indicate the neutron resolu-
tion around 28 keV where the yield of the Ol°(p,n) resonance at 2.643
MeV was utilized. Since measurements at this angle were primarily di-




Figure 16. Neutron Transmissions in Cobalt
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most effort was spent in this lower energy region where the predicted
neutron energy spread is only 210 eV for a 0.5° angular opening. As
shown in Appendix C this spread increases to around 330 eV for neutron
energies in the vicinity of 300 keV (i.e. , the region of the 3.025 MeV
1
°(p,n) resonance) which is not appreciably below that for 20°.
We first looked for a narrow resonance in natural copper between
2 7 to 29 keV. However the limitations of low yield and small target gas
supply made such "scanning" extremely tedious. Even after taking 1/8
keV energy steps the resulting point scatter probably indicated the pres-
ence of resonances so narrow and closely spaced that no definite con-
clusions could be drawn. It was also a problem to repeat the observa-
tion of resonance widths on the order of 200 eV within a limited energy
range of 3 keV when our proton energy calibration was good to only 1
keV. Hence it was decided that the previously measured resonance in
natural cobalt at 27.5 keV (Bilpuch, et al . , 1964) and the region in
yttrium around 28 keV (Newson, et al . , 1961b) would be most interesting.
The cobalt resonance is compared with earlier data taken with neu-
trons from a solid Li target (Fig. 16). Since this is an s-wave resonance
the asymmetric shape partially masks the neutron energy spread estimated
from a half width. Instead the slope of the rise from valley to peak is an




An alternative method for estimating the width of the resolution
function involves comparing the maximum observed cross section of a
resonance with the theoretical maximum. Feld, et al .
,
(1951) have cal-
culated the ratio a /a as a function of the ratio r/ A assuming amm
Gaussian resolution function. The theoretical maximum cross section
a is taken equal to 4tt X 9 while the maximum observed cross sec-
m
tion, a , represents the difference in cross section between the dip
and the peak of an s-wave. The natural width r of the cobalt resonance
at 27.5 keV has been estimated to be 226 eV from area analysis (Bilpuch,
et al. , 1964). Our observed ratio of a^/cr was 0.66 and this givesm m
r/A = .88. Hence the estimated half width, £ , of our neutron reso-
lution function is 255 eV according to this method.
The narrow resonances in yttrium (Fig. 17) were repeated several
times although again some difficulty with the uncertainty in proton en-
ergy calibration was experienced. Even with a difference of 5 00 eV in
neutron energy between runs, the target gas supply could be 2/3 depleted
during a single run before enough points could be taken to identify the
exact region being observed. All of the resonances studied were either
too narrow or too closely spaced to be completely resolved but our neu-
tron resolution was again demonstrated by an ability to separate reso-
nance peaks less than 250 eV apart.
In Table 3 the comparison between the calculated and experimentally
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Table 3. Neutron Energy Resolution, ©= 160o
Neutron Energy Predicted Neutron Estimated Neutron
Energy Spread, A = 0.5° Energy Spread from Co^'
& Yttrium Resonances
30 keV 210 eV £ 250 eV
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estimated resolution for 160° is shown. Although the evidence for the
success of our resolution prediction was not as strong as for the 2 0°
work, the agreement with experimental observation seems quite satis-
factory since the cryogenic target chamber can apparently supply neu-





The applicability of the cryogenic target chamber in using a gas
target as a high resolution neutron source has been demonstrated. The
agreement between predicted and observed neutron energy resolution
from the O (p,n)F reaction has been very good at © = 160° as well
as at 20°. This is in contrast to experiences with a solid lithium tar-
get where, for 160°, the experimental resolution was about a factor of
two worse than expected values (Nichols et al . , 1959). Due to the low
neutron yield between resonances the O °(p,n) reaction is, of course,
unsuitable as a neutron source in the keV range. However the T (p,n)He
reaction with To gas in the target chamber should prove satisfactory for
this purpose. The cross section for this reaction is continuous above
threshold and comparable with that of Li 7 (p,n). Furthermore there is no
low lying state in He to give rise to a second energy group of neutrons.
In Figure 18 the expected as well as the demonstrated resolution





Figure 18. Summary of Neutron Energy Resolution in the
keV Region. Pulsed cyclotron curves


















latest results of the Nevis pulsed cyclotron (Garg, Rainwater, and Havens,
1964). It is seen that at the present time the tritium gas target should
afford better resolution than the pulsed cyclotron above 35 keV neutron
energy. In addition it has the advantage of being able to be used with
small samples of separated isotopes for transmission measurements.
Above 350 keV the T (p,n) neutron energy spread is not significantly
better than that attained at 2 with a solid lithium target. In analogy
1 o
to the O (p,n) reaction the limiting factor on the resolution from
T (p,n) at 160° should be the spread introduced from the vibrational
Doppler effect— see Figure 27, Appendix C.
The feasibility of working with a limited supply of target gas has
also been proven. The success of the recovery and handling system
with oxygen gas should extend to tritium when the present gas reservoirs
are replaced with uranium oven-type reservoirs. The only contamination
problem with tritium should be that due to hydrogen, and trial experiments
on the operation of the system can easily be performed with deuterium gas.
The present design of the recovery and handling system should also prove
useful with other gases. For example, a high resolution study of the
1 o 1 o
C (p,n)N reaction near threshold could be made using methane gas,




Finally this study of the O (p,n) reaction has demonstrated the
need for better proton energy calibration. As discussed before, the
accuracy of threshold measurements by the neutron transmission method
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is limited by the present method of calibration. Furthermore, in making
high resolution measurements of neutron resonances with an energy
spread of = 100 eV from T (p,n), one would be seriously hampered by






RARE GAS HANDLING AND RECOVERY SYSTEM
The rare gas handling and recovery system table was shown in Fig-
ure 3, p. 15 and a schematic diagram of the entire system appears in Fig-
ure 19. The table is 30 in. wide, 60 in. long, and stands approximately
44 in. from the floor. It is equipped with wheels for positioning and
screw-type jacks for final height adjustment. The table frame consists
of steel angle iron with l/2 in. aluminum plates for the top and bottom.
Each of the major pieces of equipment is attached to the table top with
flanges drilled and tapped for l/4 - 20 screws. Thus any piece may be
easily removed for repairs or replacement.
The associated plumbing is constructed entirely of metal with
connections made by means of threaded couplings employing O-rings.
For ease in assembly, stainless steel bellows are used in selected
pieces of tubing to allow for errors in aligning. The entire plumbing sys-
tem may be taken apart or re-assembled without having to break into per-



























To prevent future contamination of neoprene rubber O-rings and
surfaces with tritium or other radioactive gases,teflon O-rings and valve
seats are used wherever possible. With the exception of the VRC two
inch gate valve (valve #2 on the diagram) all valves are of bellows-type
construction with brass bodies and stainless steel bellows. Several fit-
tings are made with 1/4 NPT joints with teflon tape wrapped on the
threads to insure a vacuum tight connection.
There was also some concern over the possibility of mercury, from
the diffusion pumps, attacking solder joints. Thus all surfaces in con-
stant and direct contact with mercury vapor were nickel plated. This in-
cluded the traps above the diffusion pumps as well as the other cold
traps in the system.
The main pumping action is provided by a CVC Type MHG-50 two-
stage mercury diffusion pump with a speed of 50 liters/sec. The back-
ing pump is an Edwards High Vacuum model 2M4A four-stage mercury
diffusion pump. This pump is designed to withstand a backing pressure
on its output side of up to 35 torr (i.e. , 35 mm. Hg). This capability
is most important in a closed system where there is no fore pump ex-
hausting to the atmosphere.
After passing through the diffusion pumps the oxygen gas (65% en-
18
riched in O ) is recovered by liquification in a gas reservoir--see Fig-
ure 20. The outer jacket surrounding the inner container of the gas res-













the temperature of the liquid nitrogen is lowered from 77° K to around
56° K. The oxygen is liquified upon reaching the inner container and, at
56 K, its vapor pressure is approximately 2 torr which is well below the
backing pressure tolerance (35 torr) of the 2M4A diffusion pump and allows
for considerable contamination from other gases such as nitrogen.
There must be two gas reservoirs in the system. The reservoir in
which the gas was recovered from a previous run must then be the supply
source for the succeeding run while the other reservoir serves for recov-
ery. The vacuum insulation between the main bodies of the reservoirs
and the cold surfaces is maintained with a small oil diffusion pump and
roughing pump not shown in the diagram of Figure 19, p. 84. When trit-
ium is to be used in the system the gas reservoirs would simply be re-
placed by uranium oven reservoirs (Johnson and Banta, 195 6).
During a run the oxygen gas must be delivered to the cryogenic tar-
get chamber at a constant rate. The gas flow is regulated with a Hoke
needle valve and measured directly in cc/min. with a Hoke #995 Bantam
Flo-gage. However, in order to maintain a constant flow rate, the pres-
sure before the needle valve must be held constant. As suggested by
Newson (1963) this is accomplished in the following manner. The outer
jacket of the reservoir containing the oxygen gas is filled with liquid
oxygen. The oxygen in the inner chamber of this reservoir then becomes
a liquid at 90° K (the boiling point) and the vapor pressure above the li-
quid will remain constant at one atm. until no liquid remains. The Flo-gage,
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which requires essentially atmospheric pressure on its downstream side,
is placed before the needle valve. This method of gas flow control has
proven quite successful.
With only one liter (NTP) of oxygen gas available, the volume be-
fore the needle valve had to be kept very small in order to hold the con-
stant vapor pressure as long as possible. The volume of the inner cham-
ber proper is 240 cc which was reduced to 120 cc by filling it with stain-
less steel ball bearings. With this volume, approximately 70% of the
oxygen should be initially liquified and, at 10 cc/min, a constant gas
flow could be maintained for around 1 £ hours.
When confined to such a small volume, the pressure of the gas at
room temperature rises to 100 psi or more. This factor was taken into
account in the design of the system where a considerable safety margin
was allowed. Small Ashcroft gauges are mounted on the top of each res-
ervoir which read the pressures in the inner chambers.
The backing pressure of the 2M4A diffusion pump (or the vapor
pressure of the recovered target gas plus contaminants) is accurately mon-
itored with a Veeco vacuum gauge type SP-1 whose effective range is from
100 microns to 2 millimeters of mercury. If for some reason during a run
this pressure were to rise above tolerable limits it could be reduced by
means of the manual piston pump— see Figure 19, p. 84. This pump con-
sists of a brass cylinder machined to a very close tolerance with a brass
disc for a piston attached to a stainless steel stem. A rubber O-ring around
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the outside of the piston affords a vacuum seal as the piston slides with-
in the cylinder. Intake and exhaust valves are provided at the top of the
pump and its volume is such that a single stroke of the piston reduces the
backing pressure by a factor of two. The backside of the piston is main-
tained at vacuum by a small copper line leading to the input of the 2M4A
diffusion pump.
The traps above the diffusion pumps are filled with CC>2 (dry ice)
at reduced pressure in order to insure condensation of most of the mer-
cury as well as other vapors present in the system. The two additional
traps shown in Figure 19, p. 84, are filled with a mixture of CC>2 and
acetone in order to catch any remaining mercury or oil vapor. An outlet
valve to a roughing pump is provided for initial evacuation of the system.
The input to the main diffusion pump is connected to the section of
beam pipe leading immediately into the cryogenic target chamber by two
inch copper tubing and a two inch VRC gate valve. A thermocouple gauge
as well as a Philips gauge indicate the vacuum at this point. The Philips
gauge controls the operation of the automatic safety valve as described in
Chapter II. Before introducing gas into the cryogenic target chamber the
pressure in the chamber is maintained at about 10 torr.
Referring to Figure 19, p. 84, the operation of the handling and re-
covery table during a complete cycle of the gas may be described as fol-
lows. At the start of a run all of the oxygen is contained in one of the gas
reservoirs which is designated the supply reservoir. The other will be
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referred to as the recovery reservoir. With the bypass line closed off
with valves #1, #3, and #6 and with the main line open to the recovery
reservoir, gas is fed from the supply reservoir to the cryogenic target
chamber via a 1/4 inch copper line. Most of the gas leaving the reac-
tion tubes of the target chamber is condensed on the outer trapping cyl-
inders at liquid helium temperature (Parks et al . , 1964). The small
fraction of gas escaping into the beam pipe is subject then to the pump-
ing action of the recovery system. Any remaining gas diffusing up the
beam pipe toward the accelerator should be condensed on the liquid he-
lium trap (Chapter II).
At the end of the run most of the gas is condensed on the trapping
cylinders of the target chamber. Any remaining in the supply reservoir
is transferred directly to the recovery reservoir through valves #12 and
#14. If the small amount of gas collected on the liquid helium trap is
to be recovered at this time, valve #18 is closed while the trap is warmed
up to release its gas.
After all of the gas is condensed in the cryogenic target chamber
(except for that part already pumped to the recovery reservoir) valve
# 17 is closed. If the cryogenic target chamber were to be warmed up
now, the large amount of gas released would ruin the diffusion pump
vacuum and cause mercury vapor to be spread around the system. Instead
the bypass line is utilized. The diffusion pumps are isolated by closing
valves #2 and #7. The cryogenic target chamber is warmed up by blowing
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the liquid helium out of the main refrigerant container with compressed
air and the bypass line is connected by opening valves # 1 and #6. The
released gas thus has a direct route to the recovery reservoir. Valve #5
is actually superfluous to this operation and is always left open.
After waiting several minutes for the bypass line pressure to reach
equilibrium at the vapor pressure of the oxygen gas plus contaminants
at 56° K, valve #6 is closed, valve #7 is opened and the diffusion
pumps are connected slowly by opening valve #3. During this period of
poor vacuuir^only the thermocouple gauge can be used. When a vacuum
_3
of around 5x10 torr is reached, the Philips gauge is turned back on
and the main gate valve, #2, is opened. Within 15 minutes the vacuum
is on the order of 5 x 10 torr and the final step of the recovery may be
undertaken.
This involves using the manual piston pump to force the gas be-
tween the output of the 2M4A diffusion pump and the intake valve of the
pump into the recovery reservoir. The amount of "dead space" between
the exhaust valve of the pump and the recovery reservoir was kept at a
minimum. When the backing pressure gauge reads 0.2 torr the recovery
operation is considered complete. It was found that this entire procedure
could be carried out within 45 minutes.
The only major problem anticipated with the use of the handling and
recovery system was the contamination of the oxygen with other gases such
as air from leaks and hydrogen from the source bottle of the accelerator.
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During assembly and at frequent intervals thereafter the entire system
was carefully tested for air leaks. Of course hydrogen contamination
from the source bottle was unavoidable but this was only a minor problem.
After the initial recovery cycle of the oxygen gas the backing pres-
sure was about 2 torr which indeed corresponds to the vapor pressure of
oxygen above the liquid at 56° K. As the experiment continued it was
noticed that the backing pressure at the end of a recovery cycle contin-
ued to rise, but at a slow rate. This indicated, of course, that some
contamination of the gas was taking place. At the end of the experiment,
after more than 40 cycles of the gas had been completed, the backing
pressure had increased to nearly 12 torr. This represents a total contam-
ination of the gas of 10%.
This contamination could at any time have been reduced to a negli-
gible value by isolating the recovery reservoir and then pumping out the
remaining volume behind the 2M4A diffusion pump with a roughing pump
through valve #4. Only a small part of the oxygen gas (l.O percent)would
be lost in this process. Also a small amount of condensable contaminants
would remain in the recovery reservoir. Nevertheless the contamination
problem can be kept under control at the cost of negligible amounts of the
target gas.
Another consideration was the loss of target gas which was not con-
densed in either the cryogenic target chamber or the liquid helium trap and
escaped up the beam pipe. It was determined experimentally that in a
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single cycle about 1.5% of the gas was picked up by the liquid helium
trap but that an immeasurably small amount was lost. Again, after more
than 40 cycles of the gas, the total loss from all causes was about 5.0%
or about 0. 125 % per gas cycle.

APPENDIX B
OPERATION OF THE CRYOGENIC TARGET CHAMBER
Since different gases may vary widely in their thermodynamic prop-
erties, the operation of the cryogenic target chamber must be adjusted to
suit the particular gas being considered. The following will explain the
procedure for determining how oxygen gas should be used in the target
chamber. The calculations for oxygen will then be compared with ex-
perimental results.
Before any gas can be used in the cryogenic target chamber for the
first time, we must be able to estimate the temperature at which to oper-
ate the target chamber, the lifetime of the main refrigerant, the expected
target gas density, and the necessary properties of the refrigerants and
temperature gradient rod. In order to do this we must know the following
thermodynamic properties of the gas under standard conditions: (l) boil-
ing and melting points, (2) heats of vaporization and fusion, (3) specific
heats of the gaseous, liquid, and solid phases and also, (4) the vapor




Properties (2) and (3) are necessary of course in determining the amount
of heat delivered to the cryostat by the incoming gas while (4) is used
to calculate the theoretical loss rate of the gas from the reaction tubes
and the predicted target gas density within the tubes.
From the boiling and melting points we can choose the refrigerants
to use in the cryostat. Referring to Figure 1, p. 8, the radiation shield
refrigerant should be such that the incoming gas can be pre-cooled to
minimize the amount of heat delivered to the main refrigerant by the gas.
Of course excessive cooling would lead to condensation and possible
blockage of flow in the gas line. However it has been found that it is
actually possible for this refrigerant to be several degrees colder than
the boiling point of the gas involved due to the low pressure in this line.
The main refrigerant must maintain a temperature low enough that nearly
all of the gas which escapes from the reaction tubes will condense upon
the trapping cylinders (Parks et al . , 1964). For natural oxygen the boil-
ing and melting points are 90 K and 54. 6° K respectively. Consequently
liquid nitrogen at 77 K and liquid helium at 4.2°K were used as the re-
frigerants.
Predicting the operating temperature (the temperature at which to
maintain the inner chamber consisting of the reaction tubes and cooling
cavity) is the most important problem in preparing to use the cryogenic
target chamber. This temperature should be several degrees warmer than
that necessary to prevent condensation of the gas within the inner chamber
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since we actually will operate under a condition of dynamic equilibrium
between the input rate of the gas to the cooling cavity and the escape
rate from the reaction tubes. This operating temperature may be conven-
iently estimated by a graphical determination of the point at which the
theoretical escape rate from the reaction tubes is approximately equal to
the input rate.
In explaining this method we must remember the effect of the tem-
perature gradient rod as described in Chapter II. First we calculate the
temperature to which different input gas flows would raise the inner cham-
ber without any electrical power. As a first approximation, the heat input




v n f ]GB watts, (4)
where G = gas flow in cc/min. , c = average specific heat of the gas
over the range Tj to T, T . = the temperature of the entering gas which is
the same as the temperature of the radiation shield refrigerant, T = inner
chamber tenperature, \ and \ f are the heats of vaporization and fusion
resp. and B = 3.11x10 joules - mole/cal. -sec. Here we have assumed
that the incoming gas is condensed within the inner chamber.
From page 6, Chapter II, we have the equation for heat flow through
the gradient rod
H = J^A (T - T
f
) watts . (1)
Hence from Equations (l) and (4) we can solve for inner chamber temperature
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as a function of input gas flow. A plot of this dependence is then made.
Assuming the pressure in the inner chamber to be the vapor pres-
sure above the condensed gas, the theoretical escape rate of the gas
from the reaction tubes of length L and radius R is given by the following
eguation (Parks et al. , 1964) :
N = 2PA (p-p2 )/m[ M/(2t7Ro T)]2 molecules/sec. ,
where T = inner chamber temperature, p = inner chamber pressure, p? =
pressure at exit end of reaction tube which is assumed to be negligible,
m = mass of molecule, M = molecular weight, A = tube cross sectional
area and P is a parameter dependent on the ratio L/R. For our case
L/R = 5 and P = 0.31. On the same graph used for the plot of inner cham-
ber temperature versus input rate we also plot the escape rate versus tem-
perature. The point of intersection of these two curves gives us the pre-
dicted minimum temperature where, for gas flow heating alone, no conden-
sation can take place within the inner chamber. Above this temperature
the escape rate will always equal any possible input rate. For future ref-
erence the temperature at which the gas escape rate first becomes equal
to a given input rate will be called the "break-point" of that input rate.
The graph used for oxygen gas is shown in Figure 21. Since the
slope of the input curve is essentially determined by the KA/L factor of
the gradient rod used, the break-point may be varied several degrees by




Figure 21. Operational Prediction Curves for Oxygen Gas
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great enough such that the largest expected gas flow does not raise the
temperature of the inner chamber more than a few degrees above that nec-
essary to prevent condensation.
Again referring to Figure 21 it is possible to attain a break-point
for gas flows smaller than 33 cc/min. (where the curves cross) simply
by using the target heater. For example, with an input rate of 15 cc/min,
,
we would reach a temperature of 28° K from the heating effect of the gas
flow alone. Then by supplying electrical power to the target heater we
can raise the temperature to 40° K where the escape rate becomes equal
to the input rate. By operating several degrees above this break-point
we can be assured that no condensation is taking place within the inner
chamber. In actual practice with oxygen and other gases the target heater
is always used in this manner. In particular, with oxygen, input rates of
5 to 30 cc/min. could be used without having to change the gradient rod.
The only experimental evidence we have for the success of the pre-
dicted operating point is the observation of target density as a function
of temperature when the temperature is controlled by both the target heater
and input gas flow. For the oxygen (65% enriched in O ) the relative
total yield of the O (p,n)F reaction was measured under various con-
ditions, with the proton energy set at the peak of the 2.643 MeV resonance
(Fig. 9, p. 42). This yield, of course, was proportional to the density of
the gas target within the reaction tubes. The temperature of the inner cham-
ber was measured with a calibrated carbon resistor "thermometer" (Parks
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et al . , 1964) shown in Figure 2, p. 10. Referring to Figure 22, the solid
curve represents the behavior of target density where, for a relatively small
input gas flow (5 cc/min.) electrical heating was used to obtain the "break-
point temperature" in the inner chamber. As indicated, this occurred at
about 48° K where further electrical heating could not produce a denser
target since the escape rate of the gas had become equal to the fixed input,
rate. The escape rate curve of Figure 21 predicts an escape rate of 5 cc/min,
at 46° K which is in good agreement with the data considering the accuracy
of the calculations. Between 37° and 43° K there is almost total condensa-
tion of the incoming gas within the inner chamber. At these temperatures
we essentially have a "vapor pressure target" whose density increases
quite rapidly with temperature as evidenced in the data. The dashed line
gives the actual temperature variation of oxygen vapor pressure above the
solid. Between 43° and 48° K we have a transition region where the density
increases less rapidly with temperature due to the fast increase in the es-
cape rate of the gas from the reaction tubes. Indeed, the point where the
data draws away from the vapor pressure curve corresponds to the temper-
ature at which the theoretical loss rate becomes appreciable—see Figure
21. Then, of course, above 48° K a condition of dynamic equilibrium is
reached where no condensation takes place.
The remaining curve of Figure 22 shows how the target density may
be increased for a fixed amount of electrical heating by increasing the in-




Figure 22. Observation of the 18 (p,n) Yield at 2.642 MeV.
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above the break-point for that particular gas flow. This is demonstrated
by the data of Figure 2 3 where a series of electrical heating curves were
run on gas flows from 5 to 20 cc/min. . Comparing the curves for 5 and
15 cc/min. it is seen that the break-point for 15 cc/min. lies about
three degrees above that for 5 cc/min. as our theoretical escape rate
curve would indicate.
There is almost a linear variation of target density with input gas
flow as long as the temperature is maintained at or above the break-point
of each flow rate considered. This is shown in Figure 24. The limiting
factor on target density is imposed by the trapping cylinders which become
inadequate for excessively large gas flows, thus spoiling the main system
vacuum.
In predicting absolute target density we get an upper limit by assum-
ing the pressure in the inner chamber to be that of the vapor above the con-
densate at the temperature involved. Of course at the operating temperature
we know that there is no condensate and the density must be considerably
less than the "vapor pressure" value. Absolute target densities have been
difficult to measure experimentally because the cross sections for most of
the reactions studied are not well known. However rough measurements
on the D (d,n)He and B il (p,n)C reactions indicated that actual target
densities were about a factor of ten less than values based on vapor pres-
1
8
sure. For the oxygen gas the measured resolution of the O (p,n) neutrons




Figure 23. Observation of the 18 (p,n) Yield at 2.642 MeV,
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Figure 24. O (p,n) Yield as a Function of Input Gas Flow,
The temperature (55°K) is above the break-point
of each gas flow considered.
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gas flow at 53° K. Again this is an order of magnitude less than the cal-
culated "vapor pressure value" for this temperature. This is also easily
seen from Figure 22 where at about 50° K there is an order of magnitude
difference between the dashed and solid curves.
Once the operating temperature is predicted, the remaining ques-
tion of main refrigerant boil-off rate may be answered. Actually this
consideration is important only when liquid helium is used. The present
main refrigerant container will hold a full charge of two liters of liquid
helium. Taking into account all residual heat leaks plus the heat inputs
from expected gas flow and electrical heating (including heat applied to
the de-icers) a four hour liquid helium lifetime was calculated for a 10
cc/min. oxygen input rate. Experimental results indicated a slightly
higher boil-off rate but in reasonable agreement with this estimate.

APPENDIX C
NEUTRON ENERGY RESOLUTION CALCULATIONS
This appendix was included to explain in some detail the calcula-
tions involved in predicting the various components of the neutron energy
distribution. Each component will be discussed separately and shown in
Figures 26 and 27 for 0= 20° or 160° respectively.
Since all of the contributing distributions are calculated directly in
terms of proton energy with the exception of the angular spread, the ratio
AE /AE as a function of neutron energy is required. The non-relati-
n p
vistic Q Equation (Eq. 2, p. 52) may be solved for neutron energy as a
function of proton energy for a given angle . Using the IBM 7072 com-
puter to make this calculation in small energy steps for 0=20° and 160°,
the desired ratios as functions of neutron energy may be determined. Curves
of AE /AE versus E„ are shown in Figure 25. Of course for © = 2 0°
n p n
M
we neglect the region below O (p,n) 90 threshold where two energy
groups of neutrons are present.
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Figure 27. O (p,n) Neutron Energy Resolution, © = 160°
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times Ep was multiplied by the appropriate AE /AE factor to obtain
the resultant neutron energy spread contribution appearing in Figures 26
and 27.
In order to obtain dE
n
/d© we may regard the non-relativistic Q-
equation as being in the form F (E , E , 0) = 0, where Q is taken as a




This gives us the form:
dE 2E V m m E ' sin
n _ n p n p
S @ J m m E ' cos - (m + m ) V Ey
p n p n r n
where m is the mass of the residual nucleus. This expression is much
simpler than that derived directly from differentiation with respect to 6
of the explicit solution for E . For purposes of illustration, the neutron
energy spread, Aq= SE
n
/d©(A©) , was calculated for A© = 0.5° and
the quantity .681 A^ is plotted in Figures 26 and 27. As pointed out
in Chapter IV, this quantity is the half width of an equivalent Gaussian
distribution.
In calculating the average energy loss of the protons by ionization
per unit path length in the target we use the non-relativistic formula
(Evans, p. 637, 1955)






where m = election rest mass , V = proton velocity, N = target density,
Z = target atomic number, ze = proton charge and I is the geometric-mean
excitation and ionization potential for the target atoms. The results of this
calculation are, of course, multiplied by our ratio £E /^E in order to
n p
obtain the equivalent neutron energy spread. The target density was assum-
ed to be approximately 10 atoms/cm for an input gas flow of 10 cc/min.
as discussed in Appendix B.
The translational motion of the target atoms introduces a Gaussian
Doppler spread in the proton energy (Bethe and Placzek, 1937) whose l/e
width is given by
m E kT £
A = 4 (-P-P— )M
where m = proton mass, E = proton energy, T = target temperature,
M = target mass and k = Boltzmann constant. The width at half maximum,
Ai = .83 A . This Doppler effect is quite small at the temperatures in-
2
volved in the cryogenic target chamber as seen from Figures 26 and 27.
The final calculation involves the Doppler effect seen by the inci-
dent protons due to the vibrational motion of the target atoms in the
?
molecule. In analogy to the translational Doppler effect we will calcu-
late the half width of the resulting energy distribution function which is
also shown to be Gaussian. Only the energy of the ground (zeroth)
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vibrational state need be considered since for 0_ the ratio of the number
of molecules in the first to that in the ground vibrational state is
5. 74 x 10~
4
at 300°K (Herzberg, p. 130, 1939). The temperature of the
gas in the target chamber is, of course, only around 50° K.
We assume that each atom of the
?
molecule obeys the linear har-
monic oscillator Schrodinger equation (Schiff, p. 60, 1955)
p d u ii^2 _ c
— jr- + % Kx u - Eu ,
2™ dx
where m = mass of the atom, K = oscillator force constant, and E = energy










and eigenvalues E = ( n + 1/2 ) h y , n = , 1 , 2 , . . . . N is a nor-
malization constant, y is the classical frequency of oscillation,
a = (mK/K ) / and H is the n Hermite polynomial. Now we
consider only the ground state where n = 0. Thus we have
un (x) = (—V)8 ei o/2x2 /2
tt'
since H (ax) = 1. This can be written in the form
o







Following the treatment of Schiff, p. 53 (1955) we can expand
u (x) in terms of the normalized momentum eigenfunctions which in infin-
o
ite space have the form
. . _
. 1 .8 ikx
<P k (
x) - ( 3 ) e
877
where k = p/K and p = momentum. Hence we have







J* ^k u ( x ) dx '
— 00
What we want to obtain is the momentum probability function P(k) =
|Aj^
I









This integration has been performed by Elsasser (1933). Following his
solution we obtain
2
_ r , -Klc /4jt rx\v









and we see that the momentum distribution function of the vibrating atom
is Gaussian in form with a width at half maximum
£p = 2 [27rKmy In (2) ]* .
From this we can calculate the half width of the resultant spread introduced
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into the proton energy i.e.
,
Thus
A V = -££ and AE = V 2m E ' AV .
m p p p
AE = - [ff Kl/mm E In (2) ]* .
p m p p
1 C
The classical vibrational frequency V for the O molecule is given by
Herzberg, p. 491 (1939). Assuming the force constant for the O and O
molecules to be the same, the ratio of the vibrational frequencies of the
two molecules is inversely proportional to the square root of their masses i.e.
'18 = ^T " l 6 = ' 943 " * *
o o o
Thus far we have assumed the axis of vibration to be along the beam
axis where the velocity spread experienced by the incident proton would be
the full AV as calculated. However we know that the motion of vibration
is actually isotropic in space. Therefore, by averaging the cosine of the
angle between the beam and vibrational axes from zero to ff/2, we define
an average AV by AV = § A V ; in turn this gives A E = &AE .
ave . p p
In Figures 2 6 and 2 7 this average vibrational Doppler effect has been
plotted after conversion to neutron energy spread.
The resultant total neutron energy width was predicted by combining
the individual widths such that
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